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We derive a Floyd–Hoare logic for non-local jumps and mutable higher-order procedural
variables from a formulæ-as-types notion of control for classical logic. A key contribution
of this work is the design of an imperative dependent type system for Hoare triples, which
corresponds to classical logic, but where the famous consequence rule is admissible. More-
over, we prove that this system is complete for a reasonable notion of validity for Hoare
judgments.
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1. Introduction
Floyd–Hoare logics for non-local jumps are notoriously difficult to obtain, especially in the presence of procedures and
local mutable variables [86]. This should be contrasted to the fact that deriving a Floyd–Hoare logic for a simple imperative
language with jumps is quite natural, as first noticed by Jensen in [46] and developed in [2]. This follows directly from a
surprising remark: the standard continuation semantics can be seen as a generalization of Dijkstra’s predicate transformers.
Unfortunately, this idea does not seem to extend easily to procedures and local variables, which require to model somehow
the stack, and thus complicate significantly the continuation semantics [80].
On the other hand, in his seminal series of papers [52,53,55], Landin proposed a direct translation (as opposed to a
continuation-passing style translation) of an idealized Algol into the λ-calculus. This direct translation required to extend
the λ-calculus with a new operator J in order to handle non-local jumps in Algol. The J operator, which was described in
detail in [54] (see also [87] for an introduction), was the first control operator in functional languages (such as the famous
call/cc of Scheme [48] or StandardML of New Jersey [37]). Those operators have been subsequently explored thoroughly for
instance by Reynolds [79], Felleisen [29] and Danvy [25,26].
A type system for control operators which extends the so-called Curry–Howard correspondence [23,45] to classical logic
first appeared inGriffin’s pioneeringwork [36], andwas immediately generalized tofirst-order dependent types (andPeano’s
arithmetic) by Murthy in his thesis [66]. The following years, this extension of the formulas-as-types paradigm to classical
logic has then been studied by several researchers, for instance in [3,27,50,71,77] and many others since.
It is thus tempting to revisit Landin’s work in the light of the computational interpretation of classical logic. Indeed,
although it is difficult to define a sound program logic for an imperative languagewith procedures and non-local jumps [69],
adding first-order dependent types to such an imperative language, and translating type derivations into proof derivations
appears more tractable. The difficult to obtain program logic is then mechanically derived. Moreover, this logic permits by
construction to deal elegantly with mutable higher-order procedural variables (whereas in [86] procedural variables are
immutable).
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In [19], Chapter 3 (also available as [21]),we followed this path and the resulting framework could bequalified as a classical
imperative type theory. This framework may also be seen as an attempt to bridge the gap between conventional program
logics for imperative languages and type theories. As expected, we thus obtained a program logic for mutable higher-order
procedural variables and non-local jumps (which is, as far as we know, the first such program logic). However, we are more
interested in the other side of the bridge: in this framework, the programmer can provide an imperative program as the
computational content of a classical proof and rely on the program logic to prove that this program realizes its specification.
More importantly, a complete proof-term of the specification can be built by combining the program with the proof of its
correctness. This framework is thus particularly appealing for studying the computational content of classical proofs from a
programming perspective.
Letusbemore specificabout this classical imperative type theory. First, the imperative language (called Loopω),whichwas
originally defined by the authors in [22], is essentially an extension of Meyer and Ritchie’s Loop language [61] with higher-
order procedural variables. Loopω is a genuine imperative language as opposed to functional languages with imperative
features. However, Loopω is a “pure” imperative language: side-effects and aliasing are forbidden. These restrictions enable
simple location-free operational semantics [28]. Moreover, the type system relies on the distinction between mutable and
read-only variables to prevent procedure bodies to refer to non-local mutable variables. This property is crucial to guarantee
that fix-points cannot be encoded using procedural variables. Since there is no recursivity and no unbounded loop construct
in Loopω , one can prove that all Loopω programs terminate. Although Loopω is somehow restricted as a programming
language, these restrictions are very similar to what is actually implemented in the industry (such a toolset for verifying
formal specifications of critical real-time systems is described in [4]).
By construction, Loopω is also an imperative counterpart of Gödel System T [34] (the expressive power of system T is
attained thanks to mutable higher-order procedural variables). In other words, Loopω programs are imperative proof-terms
of Heyting arithmetic. Programs with non-local jumps provide thus imperative proof-terms of Peano arithmetic (that is, an
imperative counterpart to the extension of System T with control operators as described in [66]). Note that we shall use
instead a formulation of Heyting arithmetic which was proposed by Leivant [56,57] (and rediscovered independently by
Krivine and Parigot in the second-order framework [51]). The main advantage of this variant is that it requires no encoding
in formulas (with Gödel numbers) to reason about functional programs. Moreover it can be extended to any other algebraic
data-types (such as lists or trees).
The original design of the classical imperative type theory described in [21] may be outlined as follows:
• We first defined an imperative dependent type system ID for Loopω , by translation into a functional dependent type
system FD (which is actually Leivant’s formulation of Heyting arithmetic IT(N) [57]).
• We then extended Loopω with non-local jumps and raised its type system to IDc . The semantics of IDc was given by
translation into FDc (which corresponds to Peano arithmetic), and FDc is itself defined by¬¬-translation into FD.
Although the resulting classical imperative type theory does provide a program logic and has been successfully applied to
verify non-trivial examples (including an encoding of delimited control operators shift/reset [20]), it is not as convenient as
a Floyd–Hoare logic. Themain reason is that Floyd–Hoare logics usually contain rules such as the famous rule of consequence
which allows you to strengthen a pre-condition or weaken a post-condition. Such a rule is especially useful in practice since
it enables the generation of proof-obligations (also called verification conditions [35]). The sub-task consisting in checking
the validity of mathematical facts can thus be isolated from the task of program proving, whereas both activities are usually
interwoven in type theory.
In this paper, we propose to consider a similar rule for the classical imperative type theory. The main difficulty comes
from the fact that, in type theories, formulas and types are unified and the programmer has thus to provide proof-terms
also for logical assertions. In a constructive type theory, there is a simple solution: some formulas have no computational
content (we shall call them irrelevant as in [7], they are sometimes called data-mute [57] or self-realizing [89]). Thus, if we
assume that assertions are irrelevant formulas then we can derive a rule of consequence for assertions. Besides, since any
formula is classically equivalent to some irrelevant formula, this assumption is actually not a restriction (on the proviso that
specifications are understood classically).
Unfortunately, in a classical type theory there is no obvious notion of irrelevant formula (this question is studied in details
in [7,8] and also in [59,60]) and the above trick is no longer available. To address this issue, we reconsider here the way
our classical imperative type theory was designed: instead of translating IDc into FDc (where we cannot erase proof-terms
any more), we translate IDc directly into FD while ensuring that assertions are not ¬¬-translated. Proofs of assertions can
thus still be erased, while retaining the full expressive power of classical logic. At the term level, it means that commands,
sequences of commands andprocedures areCPS-translated intonon-erasable functional terms,while functional proof-terms
are not translated (and can thus be erased).
In this revisited classical imperative type theory, the consequence rule is admissible. To be more specific, let us show
informallywhat a rule of IDc looks like. The syntax of imperative types, includinghigher-order procedure types andfirst-class
labels, is the following (where ϕ ranges over functional dependent types):
σ, τ ::= ϕ | proc ∀ı (in τ ; ∃ j out σ ) | label ∃j .σ
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Typing judgments of IDc have the form ;	  e : σ if e is an expression and ;	  s  	′ if s is a sequence, where
environments  and	 corresponds respectively to immutable and mutable variables. Note that our type system is pseudo-
dynamic in the sense that the type of mutable variables can change in a sequence and the new (possibly existentially
quantified) types are given by 	′ (as in [90]). Indeed, for instance, after the assignment x := 0, the type of x is nat(0). The
type of x is thus changed by this assignment whenever the former value of x is different from 0. Moreover, the type of x
before the assignment does not matter: there is no need to even require that x be a natural number. As an example, here is
the typing rule of the assignment:
;	, y : σ  e : τ
;	, y : σ  y := e  	, y : τ
Let us now sketch how to simulate Hoare judgments in IDc . Indeed, let us take a global mutable variable, called assert,
and let us assume that this global variable is simulated in the usual state-passing style (the variable is passed as an explicit
in and out parameter to each procedure call). Consequently, any sequence shall be typed with a judgment of the form
;	, assert : ϕ  s  	′, assert : ψ . If we now introduce the usual Hoare notation for triples (which hides the name of
global variable assert), we obtain judgments of the form ;	{ϕ}  s  	′{ψ}. Rules very similar to Hoare rules are thus
obtained: for instance, the type of assert corresponds to the invariant in a loop, and to the type of pre and post conditions in
a procedure type. However, one rule which is not directly obtained that way is the consequence rule:
,	  ϕ′ ⇒ ϕ ;	{ϕ}  s  	′{ψ} ,	  ψ ⇒ ψ ′
;	{ϕ′}  s  	′{ψ ′}
We shall prove nevertheless that this rule is admissible, even if s contains non-local jumps (in fact, a stronger consequence
rule from VDM [47] is admissible). Let us now call HDc the whole deduction system for Hoare judgments (including the
strong consequence rule). We shall prove thatHDc is also complete in the following sense: any command typable in IDc can
be transformed into a command with the same computational content and the same specification (up to minor syntactic
transformations) whose correctness can be derived in HDc .
To summarize, the main contribution of this work is two-fold:
• We define a classical imperative type theory in which programs represent proof-terms of Peano’s arithmetic. This pro-
gramming language features higher-order procedural variables and non-local jumps.
• We show that a Floyd–Hoare logic, where judgments are akin to Hoare triples, can be embedded in this type theory:
the expected rules, including the consequence rule, are admissible. Moreover, we prove that this logic is complete with
respect to the underlying type theory.
1.1. Related work
Let us first emphasize that our focus is on the computational content of classical proofs. Although our framework may
look similar to other systems for proving the correctness of imperative programs, some programming language features
(such as aliasing) cannot be integrated in our framework simply because no formulas-as-types interpretation is currently
known for these features.
Program extraction from proofs in classical logic: The computational content of proofs in Peano’s arithmetic was first
studied by Murthy in his thesis [66]. His work is based on the so-called A-translation which results from the composition of
a double negation translation and Friedman’s “trick” [32] (which replaces⊥ by some formula A). Berger and Schwichtenberg
noticed in [9] that this translation introduces many unnecessary negations. They thus refined the A-translation in order to
distinguish the computationally irrelevant occurrences of negation (those for which no term should be associated in the
extraction process). They showed that applying this refined translation on practical examples can simplify significantly the
resulting programs.
Although our goal is very similar, our technique is quite different. Indeed, we do not try to determine which part of a
formula is irrelevant by examining its shape: theprogrammerprovides this informationdirectly by combiningprocedure and
function types (since a procedure type contain implicitly a double-negation). Our approach is thus closer to the logic defined
by Thielecke in [88] where the double-negation is abstracted as a modality: this logic is classical if you ignore the modality
but it is intuitionistic if the modality is interpreted as a double-negation. We refer the reader to [88] for a development of
this idea in the propositional setting (and thus unencumbered by dependent types).
Imperative dependent type systems: A dependent type system for an imperative programming language (without jumps)
is defined in [90], where the dependent types are restricted to ensure that type checking remains decidable. The authors of
[90] also made the observation that imperative dependent types requires that the types of variables be allowed to change
during evaluation.
Proofs-as-Imperative-Programs [75,76] adapts the proofs-as-programs paradigm for the synthesis of imperative SML
programs with side-effect free return values. The type theory is however intrinsically constructive: it requires a strong
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existential quantifier which is not compatible with classical logic [40]. Similarly, an encoding of VDM inside a variant of
Martin–Löf’s type theory is studied in [58] (see also [39] for a discussion about irrelevant formulas in this framework).
The Imperative Hoare Logic [43,44] is another framework for reasoning about effectful higher-order functions which
also incorporates Hoare-style specifications into types. Similarly, in this type system, Hoare triples may explicitly mention
references and aliasing. Notice that this work has been extended to control operators in [6]. However, assertions in the
resulting calculus may refer to “ports” which is very unusual for a sequential language (they are actually inherited from a
previous version of the type system developed for the π-calculus).
The Hoare Type Theory (HTT) [67] combines dependent types and a Hoare-style logic for a programming language with
higher-order functions and imperative commands. In particular, in order to deal with aliasing, HTT types may contain Hoare
triples in which assertions explicitly refer to heaps and locations. Exceptions are present in Ynot [68], the implementation of
HTT in the Coq proof assistant, but control effects like full-fledged continuations are only mentioned as future work in [67].
Program logics: Although several program logics have been designed for higher-order procedural mutable variables or
non-local jumps, we are not aware of any work which combines both in an imperative setting.
Of course, there has been much research on Floyd–Hoare logics [31,41,42] (see the surveys [1,17]). Such program logics
for higher-order procedures have been defined for instance in [24] (for Clarke’s language L4 [11]) or more recently for stored
parameterless procedures in [78]. Program logics for jumps exists since [13] and they have been successfully used recently
for proving properties in low-level languages [30,85].
One program logic which does combine higher-order procedures, mutable variables and non-local jump is Reynolds
specification logic [86]. However, mutable variables have only ground types by design in this framework.
1.2. Plan of the paper
In Section 2,we recall the functional language F, its dependent type system, the notion of computational content of a proof
and the continuationmonad. In Section 3, we recall the imperative language Loopω with labels and jumps and its dependent
type system IDc . We present a new direct translation from IDc into FD and prove that it preserves dependent types. In
Section 4, we construct the Hoare Dependent Type System, we prove its soundness and we show that the consequence rule
is admissible and we prove the completeness theorem. Finally, we present a classical example of an imperative program
with jumps which can be proved correct.
2. Functional type theory
2.1. Language F
Gödel System T may be defined as the simply typed λ-calculus extended with a type of natural numbers and with
primitive recursion at all types [33]. The language F we consider in this paper a call-by-value variant of System T with
product types (n-ary tuples actually) and a constant-time predecessor operation (since any definition of this function as
a term of System T is at least linear under the call-by-value evaluation strategy [14]). Moreover, we formulate this system
directly as a context semantics (a set of reduction rules together with an inductive definition of evaluation contexts). As
usual, we consider terms up to α-conversion. The rewriting system is summarized in Fig. 1, where variables x, x1, . . . , xn, y
range over a set of identifiers and t[v1/x1, . . . , vn/xn] denotes the usual capture-avoiding substitution.
Notation 2.1. We introduce the following abbreviations:
• we write q¯ for Sq (0),
• we write succ for λx.S(x),
• we write x for x1, . . . , xn and u for u1, . . . , un,• we write λ(x1, . . . , xn).t (or λx .t) for λz.let (x1, . . . , xn) = z in t (where z is fresh).
2.2. Functional simple type system FS
The functional simple type system FS is defined as usual for a simply typed λ-calculus extended with tuples, natural
numbers and with primitive recursion at all types. Simple functional types are defined by the following grammar:
α : : = nat | unit | α1 → α2 | α1 × . . . × αn
As usual, a typing judgment has the form  t : α where t is a term, α is a type and is a list of pairs x : α (x ranges over
variables and α over types). The type system is summarized in Appendix A.
2.3. Functional dependent type system FD
Following the definition of IT(N) [57], we enrich language F with dependent types. The type system is parameterized
by a first-order signature and an equational system E which defines a set of functions in the style of Herbrand–Gödel. We
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Fig. 1. Syntax and context semantics of language F.
consider only the sort nat (with constructors 0 and s), and we assume that E contains at least the usual defining equations
for addition, multiplication and a predecessor function p (which is essential to derive all axioms of Peano’s arithmetic [57]).
The syntax of formulas is the following (where n,m are first-order terms):
ϕ ::= nat(n) | (n = m) | ∀ı (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2) | ∃ı (ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk)
Note that first-order quantifiers are provided in the form of dependent products and dependent sums. As usual, implication
and conjunction are recovered as special non-dependent cases (when ı is empty). Similarly, relativized quantification
∀x(nat(x) ⇒ ϕ) and ∃x(nat(x) ∧ ϕ) are also obtained as special cases.
The functional dependent type system is summarized in Fig. 2 (where E n = mmeans that either n = m orm = n is
an instance of E).
Remark 2.2. Note that FD is formulated here as an extensional type theory since, in rule (subst), a derived propositional
equality   v : (n = m) is used as hypothesis (and not only a definitional equality E n = m). As a consequence, type
checking is undecidable for this version of FD (since v does not occur in the conclusion). An intensional version of FD (with
full proof-terms), which has been implemented in the Twelf proof assistant [73], is described in [20].
Remark 2.3. The conditional is definable from the recursor. First, let us describe the expected typing rule for the conditional
(where n = 0 is an abbreviation for ∃i.n = s (i)):
  t1 : nat(n)   t2 : (n = 0) ⇒ ψ   t3 : (n = 0) ⇒ ψ
  if t1 then t2 else t3 : ψ
The idea is that a natural number n is either 0 or s (i) for some i. Thus, if in both cases we are able to prove a formulaψ , then
we have proved ψ for any n. Now, we would define the conditional as the following abbreviation (where x, y and h are not
free in t2, t3):
if t1 then t2 else t3 ≡ rec (t1, λh. (t3 h) , λxλyλh. (t2 h)) ()
Note that t3 is η-expanded in order to simulate its lazy evaluation (since we assumed a call-by-value strategy for System T)
and t2 is also η-expanded since we have to deal with the existential quantifier needed to express that n = 0. The above
typing rule is indeed derivable:
  t1 : nat(n)   t3 : (n = 0) ⇒ ψ
  t2 : (n = 0) ⇒ ψ
, h : n = s (i)  h : n = s (i)
, h : n = s (i)  h : ∃i.n = s (i)
, h : n = s (i)  (t2 h) : ψ
  λh. (t2 h) : (n = 0) ⇒ ψ
  rec (t1, λh. (t3 h) , λxλyλh. (t2 h)) : (n = n) ⇒ ψ   () : (n = n)
  rec (t1, λh. (t3 h) , λxλyλh. (t2 h)) () : ψ
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Fig. 2. Functional dependent type system FD.
Remark 2.4. The above encoding assumes that t1 evaluates to either 0 or 1. Indeed, as noticed in [14], evaluation in call-
by-value System T suffers from the ultimate obstinacy property. Informally, this property captures the fact that a recursion
must always unfold all the way to the end. As a consequence, it is not possible to encode a zero-test (or a conditional) which
evaluates in constant time. Of course, such a conditional could be taken as primitive, with the corresponding reduction rules
(as usual in call-by-value functional languages).
Alternatively, this defect can be fixed by taking an alternate reduction rule for the recursor. For instance, the ultimate
obstinacy property does not hold any longer if we consider the following reduction rule for rec (which is derivable in call-
by-name, but not in call-by-value):
rec(S(n), v, λx.λy.t) t[n/x, rec(n, b, λx.λy.t)/y]
Note thatwe originally chose the regular call-by-value SystemT in [22] precisely to derive such complexity results for Loopω .
Since this article is focused on proving program properties (andwe do not consider complexity issues), we preferred to keep
relying on the sub-optimal operational semantics developed in [22].
2.4. Computational content
The only minor difference between our dependent type system and the deduction system IT(N) described in [57] comes
from the fact that in FD a derived sequent is decorated by a proof-term (a functional term), whereas in [57] an erasing
function needs to be applied to the derivation to obtain the proof-term. Following [82], we shall call contracting map the
function (called κ in [56]) which erases only the first-order part of formulas and forgetful map the function (also called κ in
[57]) which also erases parts of formulas isomorphic to unit. Now, if  is a derivation of a sequent   ϕ in IT(N), then
  t : ϕ is derivable in FD where t is obtained by applying the contracting map to . Conversely, if  is a derivation of
  t : ϕ in FD, then is also derivation of  ϕ in IT(N) (just remove the proof-terms from the derivation).
Notation 2.5. We shall write   ϕ if   t : ϕ is derivable in FD for some proof-term t, or equivalently, if   ϕ is
derivable in IT(N).
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Let us recall the formal definition of κ and derive the representation theorem for FD fromLeivant’s theorem for IT(N) [57].
For simplicity, we consider only pairs in the following definitions but the extension to arbitrary tuples, although technical,
does not present any difficulty.
Definition 2.6 (Forgetful map for types). For any functional dependent type ϕ its computational content κϕ is defined by
induction as follows:
• κ(n = m) = unit
• κ(nat(n)) = nat
• κ(∃ı (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
κϕ1 if κϕ2 = unit
κϕ2 if κϕ1 = unit
κϕ1 × κϕ2 otherwise
• κ(∀ı (ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2)) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
κϕ2 if κϕ1 = unit
unit if κϕ2 = unit
κϕ1 → κϕ2 otherwise
Definition 2.7 (Forgetful map for terms). Given a term t such that   t : ϕ is derivable, κ (  t : ϕ) is defined by
induction on the typing derivation. If κϕ = unit then κ (  t : ϕ) = () and otherwise define κ (  t : ϕ) by cases:
• (ident)
κ (, x : ϕ  x : ϕ) = x
• (zero)
κ (  0 : nat (0)) = 0
• (succ)
κ (  S (t) : nat (s (n))) = S (t′)where t′ = κ (  t : nat (n))
• (pred)
κ (  pred (t) : nat (p (n))) = pred (t′)where t′ = κ (  t : nat (n))
• (tuple)
κ (  (t1, t2) : ∃ı (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
t′1 if κϕ2 = unit




where t′1 = κ (  t1 : ϕ1[ m /ı ]) and t′2 = κ (  t2 : ϕ2[ m /ı ])• (let)
κ (  let (x1, x2) = u in t : ψ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
let x2 = u′ in t′ [() /x1] if κϕ1 = unit
let x1 = u′ in t′ [() /x2] if κϕ2 = unit
let (x1, x2) = u′ in t′ otherwise
where t′ = κ (, x1 : ϕ1, x2 : ϕ2  t : ψ) and u′ = κ (  u : ∃ı (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2))• (abs)
κ (  λx.t : ∀ı (ϕ ⇒ ψ)) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
t′ [() /x] if κϕ = unit
λx.t′ otherwise




  (t1 t2) : ψ [n /ι ]) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
t′1 if κϕ = unit
t′1 t′2 otherwise
where t′1 = κ (  t1 : ∀ι (ϕ ⇒ ψ)) and t′2 = κ
(
  t2 : ϕ [n /ι ])• (rec)
κ (  rec(t1, t2, λx.λy.t3) : ϕ[n/i]) = rec(t′1, t′2, λx.λy.t′3)
where t′1 = κ (  t1 : nat(n)), t′2 = κ (  t2 : ϕ[0/i]) and t′3 = κ (, x : nat(i), y : ϕ  t3 : ϕ[s(i)/i])• (equal)
κ (  () : n = m) = ()
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• (subst)
κ (  t : ϕ[m/i]) = t′ where t′ = κ (  t : ϕ[n/i])
Definition 2.8. A formula ϕ such that κϕ = unit is said to be irrelevant.
Notation 2.9. Although the computational content of a term t actually depends on its typing derivation, we shall write
simply κt instead of κ (  t : ϕ)whenever its typing judgment is clear from the context.
Proposition 2.10. If   t : ϕ is derivable in FD then κ  κt : κϕ is derivable in FS.
We also obtain the representation theorem for FD as a corollary of the same property for IT(N) (from [57, Theorem 36]).
Definition2.11. Givena function f : Nk → N anda term t,we say that the term t represents the function f if (t (q¯0, . . . , q¯k))
. f (q0, . . . , qk)where q¯ is a notation for S
q (0).
Proposition 2.12 (Representation theorem for FD). Given an equational system E and a k-ary function symbol f , if  t :
∀n1, . . . , nk. (nat(n1) ∧ . . . ∧ nat(nk)) ⇒ nat(f (n1, . . . , nk)) is derivable in FD then κt represents f .
2.5. Proof obligations
Since irrelevant proof-terms are erased by the contractionmap it is natural to allow for incomplete proof-terms. Themain
advantage of this approach is to enable the generation of so-called proof-obligations and rely on external tools to decide
whether  ϕ is intuitionistically valid (ϕ irrelevant). We thus introduce the following deduction rule, where the question
mark is used to denote missing parts in proof-terms (and the first premise corresponds to the proof-obligation):
  t : ϕ
 ? : ϕ (ϕ irrelevant)
The following lemma states that if we are only interested in the computational content of proofs we can always dispense
with proof-terms of irrelevant formulas.
Lemma 2.13. If   t : ϕ is derivable in FD then κt is not incomplete (i.e. κt contains no question mark).
2.6. Continuations
Since we are interested in imperative programs with non-local jumps, we shall need a continuation semantics. As is
well-known [38], it is possible to factor a continuation-passing style semantics [74] through Moggi’s computational meta-
language [62,63]. Note that from a logical standpoint, through the formulas-as-types interpretation, a monad is actually a
modality [5,16].
Following [16], wewrite¬ϕ forϕ ⇒ owhere the answer type o is a fixed propositional variable. The continuationmonad
∇ is then defined as∇ϕ = ¬¬ϕ together with the following two abbreviations:
val u = λz.(z u)
let val x = u in t = λz.(u λx.(t z))
Remark 2.14. Those abbreviations (taken from [72]) correspondof course tounit and bind, but they shall bemore convenient
in the next section for defining the functional translation of imperative programs with jumps.
Lemma 2.15. The following typing rules are derivable in FD:
  u : ϕ
  val u : ∇ϕ
  u : ∇ϕ , x : ϕ  t : ∇ψ
  let val x = u in t : ∇ψ
Notation 2.16. We write let val x = u in t as an abbreviation for let val z = u in let x = z in t (z fresh).
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Moreover, in the continuation monad, control operators callcc and throw are definable as the following abbreviations
[81]:
callcc= λh.λk.(h k k)
throw= λ(k, a).λk′.(k a)
Lemma 2.17. Abbreviations callcc and throw are typable in FD as follows:
callcc : (¬ϕ ⇒ ∇ϕ) ⇒ ∇ϕ
throw : (¬ϕ ∧ ϕ) ⇒ ∇ψ
Remark 2.18. This choice of control operators is taken from [37] but it would be equivalent to take for instance A and C
from [29] as in [64,65]. Note that we do not consider any direct style semantics of these operators in this paper but only this
indirect semantics based on the continuation monad.
Remark 2.19. We assume for the moment that o is not irrelevant and that κ (o) = o (actually, o corresponds to the answer
type of the whole program which is always nat in our framework). As a consequence, ∇ϕ is never irrelevant, even if ϕ is
irrelevant.
3. Classical imperative type theory
The imperative language we consider is essentially language Loopω introduced in [22]. The extension to non-local jumps
and the dependent type system is presented in [19, Chapter 3]. Themain difference is that we consider aminor variant of the
language where expressions also include purely functional terms of System T. Note that we do not consider any operational
semantics for I in this paper: its semantics is only defined by translation into F (an operational semantics for Loopω , without
jumps, is described in [22]).
3.1. Language I
The rawsyntax of imperative programs is givenbelow. In the following grammar, x, y, z and k range over a set of identifiers
and ε denotes the empty sequence.
(command) c : : = {s}x
| for y := 0 until e {s}x
| e(e ; y ) | y := e | inc(y) | dec(y)
| k : {s}x | jump(k, e )z
(sequence) s : : = ε
| c ; s
| cst y = e; s
| var y := e; s
(expression) e : : = t | y | proc (in y ; out z ) {s}
Remark 3.1 (No aliasing). In order to avoid parameter-induced aliasing problems, we assume that all yi are pairwise distinct
in a procedure call p(e ; y ).
Remark 3.2 (Annotations). In a block {s}x , the variables inx represent the output of theblock (they shouldbe visiblemutable
variables according to standard C-like scoping rules). Moreover, x must contain all the free mutable variables occurring in
the sequence. Such annotations can automatically be inferred statically by taking, for instance, all the visible mutable
variables.
Remark 3.3 (No back-patching). No freemutable variable is allowed in the body of a procedure (except its out parameters).
This restriction is required to prevent thewell-known technique called “tying the recursive knot” [52]which takes advantage
of higher-order mutable variables (or function pointers) to define arbitrary recursive functions.
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Remark 3.4 (Jumps). The syntax k : {s}x corresponds to the declaration of a (first-class) label whereas jump(k, e )z
corresponds to a “jump with parameters” to the end of the block annotated with the label given as argument (which is akin
to the semantics of escape/goto from [86]). Note that the output variables z are written as a subscript since they are only
here for typing purpose. Indeed, in contrast to a regular procedure call, a jump never returns (i.e. the sequencewhich follows
the jump shall not be executed). In practice, a jump is always the last instruction of a block and z can thus be identified
with the variables which annotate the block.
3.2. Imperative dependent type system
The imperative language is equipped with a dependent type system (called IDc) which extends FD. The syntax of imper-
ative dependent types, with higher-order procedures and first-class labels is the following:
σ, τ ::= ϕ | proc ∀ı (in τ ; ∃ j out σ ) | label ∃j .σ
A typing environment has the form ;	 where  and 	 are (possibly empty) lists of pairs x : τ (x ranges over variables
and τ over types).  stands for read-only variables (constants and in parameters) and	 stands for mutable variables (local
variables and out parameters). We use two typing judgments, one for expressions and one for sequences: ;	  e : τ has
the usual meaning, whereas in ;	  c  ∃j .	′, the environment	′ contains the (existentially quantified) types of the
mutable variables at the end of the command c (and similarly for sequences). In particular, the domain of 	′ is always a
subset of the domain of	 (but, as explained in the introduction, the types of the variables may have changed).
For simplicity, we also assume that constants, mutable variables and logical variables belong to disjoint name spaces (i.e.
a variable cannot occur both in a program and in a type). As usual, we consider programs up to renaming of bound variables,
where the notion of free variable of a command is defined in the standard way. The dependent type system is summarized
in Fig. 3.
Remark 3.5. In rule (t.proc), we write  simply as an abbreviation for 0 = 0. Indeed, since the type of a mutable variable
is updated by an assignment, we can freely assume that the type of an uninitialized variable is always . For instance, we
can now introduce the following abbreviation which allows us to declare a procedure p with out parameters initialized by
arbitrary default values:
proc p(in y ; out z := e ){s1}; s2 ≡ cst z ′ := e ; cst p = proc (in y ; out z ){z := z ′; s1}; s2
The following typing rule, called (t.proc’), can easily be derived for this abbreviation:
;	  e : τ ′ , y : σ ; z : τ ′  s1  ∃j .z : τ , p : proc ∀ı (in σ ; ∃ j out τ );	  s2  ∃j .	′
;	  proc p(in y ; out z := e ){s1}; s2  ∃j .	′
Remark 3.6. In rule (t.for), the types σ of the mutable variables which occur in the body correspond to the loop invariant.
Consequently, σ [0/i] should hold before the for-loop, in particular when type checking the upper bound e. Then, assuming
that the body preserves the invariant, σ [n/i] holds after the for-loop.
Remark 3.7. In rule (t.label), the type of the declared first-class label corresponds to the output types of the mutable
variables of the sequence (it is thus also existentially quantified). Accordingly, rule (t.jump) requires that the type of the
argument be an instance of the existential type of the label. Moreover, the mutable variables z (written as a subscript)
can be updated to whatever type is required by the context. Note that this possibility is essential to obtain classical logic,
otherwise we could erase every jump from a well-typed program (and, as a consequence, every label) and get a program
typable with the same dependent type in intuitionistic logic.
Remark 3.8. As in the functional case, the conditional command is derivable from the for-loop. The expected typing rule is
the following:
;	, x : τ  e : nat(n) , h : n = 0; x : τ  s1  ∃j .x : σ , h : n = 0; x : τ  s2  ∃j .x : σ
;	, x : τ  if e then {s1}x else {s2}x  ∃j .x : σ
Recall that in a block {s}x the only mutable variables which can occur in s are from x , this typing rule is thus consistent
with the typing rule for blocks. For the implementation, the intuition is the same as in the functional case: we introduce
a procedural variable p which is initialized by a procedure which shall execute s2 when invoked. If the value of e is not 0
then, using a for-loop, this procedural variable is overwritten by another procedure which shall execute s1 when invoked. To
complete the execution of the conditional, p is finally invoked. The following definition implements this idea (we rely here
on the abbreviation defined in Remark 3.5):
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Fig. 3. Imperative dependent type system IDc .
if e then {s1}x else {s2}x ≡
cst v = e;
{
cst x ′ = x ;
proc q2(in h; out x := x ′) {s2}x ;
var p := q2;
for y := 0 until v {
proc q1(in h
′; out x := x ′) {cst h = h′; s1}x ;
p := q1;
}p;
p(() ; x );
}x
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The complete typing derivation is given in Appendix B. Note that the presence of the additional variable h in the typing rule
can be seen as an artifact of the encoding. Fortunately, this artifact shall disappearwhenwe reformulate the rule using Hoare
triples (in Section 4).
Remark 3.9. Rule (t.term) relies on system FD to type check functional terms (since ϕ belongs to the language defined in
Section 2.3). Note that the environment ,	 may contain procedure or label types, but this is harmless since rule (ident)
from FD requires identifiers to have purely functional types. Similarly, rules (t.subst-i) and (t.subst-ii) rely on system FD to
check equality proofs.
Remark 3.10. We could dispense with existential types in the typing of commands (and sequences) by introducing explicit
existentially typed records. The resulting type systemwould be closer to FD, with procedure types corresponding to depen-
dent products and records types corresponding to dependent sums. However, we found out that the above type system is
more convenient to encode Hoare judgments (see Remark 4.3).
3.3. Translation from IDc to FD
We define here the translation . from IDc to FD. This translation implements a CPS-transform for commands, sequences
and procedures but leaves functional terms in direct style. We prove that translation . preserves dependent types and, as a
corollary, we obtain the representation theorem for IDc .
Definition 3.11 (Translation of dependent types). For any imperative dependent type τ , the corresponding functional de-
pendent type τ. is defined inductively as follows:
• (ϕ). = ϕ
• (proc ∀ı (in τ ; ∃ j out σ )). = ∀ı (τ . ⇒ ∇∃j .σ .)
• (label ∃j .σ ). = ¬∃j .σ .
Definition 3.12. For any expression e, sequence s and variables x , the translations e. and (s).x into terms of language F are
defined by mutual induction as follows:
• t. = t
• y. = y
• (proc (in y ; out z ) {s}). = λy .(s).z [
−→
() /z ]
• (ε).x = val x• (var y := e; s).x = (s).x [e./y]• (cst y = e; s).x = let y = e. in (s).x• (y := e; s).x = let y = e. in (s).x• (inc(y); s).x = let y = succ(y) in (s).x• (dec(y); s).x = let y = pred(y) in (s).x





• ({s1}z ; s2).x = let val z = (s1).z in (s2).x• (for y := 0 until e {s1}z ; s2).x = let val z = rec(e., val z , λy.λr.let val z = r in (s1).z ) in (s2).x• (k : {s1}z ; s2).x = let val z = callcc λk.(s1).z in (s2).x





Remark 3.13. Note that the assignment is translated into a let (and not a let val). As a consequence, an assignment of a
irrelevant term is completely erased by κ (and similarly irrelevant constant declarations are completely erased). On the other
hand, a let val is never erased (since∇ϕ is never irrelevant, by Remark 2.19).
Theorem 3.14 (Soundness for IDc). For any environments  and 	, any expression e, any sequence s we have:
• ;	  e : τ in IDc implies ., 	.  e. : τ. in FD.
• ;	  s  ∃j .z : σ in IDc implies ., 	.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ . in FD.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the typing derivation:
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• (t.term)
,	  t : ϕ
;	  t : ϕ
Indeed,
., 	.  t. : ϕ.
., 	.  t. : ϕ.
• (t.ident)
y : τ ∈ ,	
;	  y : τ
Indeed,
y : τ. ∈ ., 	.
., 	.  y : τ.
• (t.subst-i)
;	  e : τ [n/i] ,	  t : n = m
;	  e : τ [m/i]
Indeed,
., 	.  e. : τ.[n/i] ., 	.  t. : n = m
., 	.  e. : τ.[m/i]
• (t.subst-ii)
;	  s  ∃j .z : σ [n/i] ,	  t : n = m
;	  s  ∃j .z : σ [m/i]
Indeed,
., 	.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .[n/i] ., 	.  t. : n = m
., 	.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .[m/i]
• (t.empty)
;	, z : σ [m / j ]  ε  ∃j .z : σ
Indeed,
., 	., z : σ . [m / j ]  z : ∃ j .σ .
., 	., z : σ . [m / j ]  val z : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.cst)
;	  e : τ , y : τ ;	  s  ∃j .z : σ
;	  cst y = e; s  ∃j .z : σ
Indeed,
., 	.  e. : τ. ., y : τ., 	.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	.  let y = e. in (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.var)
;	  e : τ ;	, y : τ  s  ∃j .z : σ y ∈ z
;	  var y := e; s  ∃j .z : σ
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Indeed, by the substitution lemma (see [57, Section 5])
., 	.  e. : τ. ., y : τ., 	.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	.  (s).z [e./y] : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.block)
; x : τ  s  ∃κ .x : σ ′ ;	, x : σ ′  s′  ∃j .z : σ
;	, x : τ  {s}x ; s′  ∃j .z : σ
with κ ∈ FV (,	, ∃j .z : σ ). Indeed,
., x : τ .  (s).x : ∇∃κ .σ ′. ., 	., x : σ ′.  (s′).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	., x : τ .  let val x = (s).x in (s′).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
since κ ∈ FV
(




;	, y : nat(n)  inc(y)  	, y : nat(s(n)) ;	, y : nat(s(n))  s  ∃j .z : σ
;	, y : nat(n)  inc(y); s  ∃j .z : σ
Indeed,
., 	., y : nat(n)  succ(y) : nat(s(n)) ., 	., y : nat(s(n))  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	., y : nat(n)  let y = succ(y) in (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.dec)
;	, y : nat(n)  dec(y)  	, y : nat(p(n)) ;	, y : nat(p(n))  s  ∃j .z : σ
;	, y : nat(n)  dec(y); s  ∃j .z : σ
Indeed,
., 	., y : nat(n)  pred(y) : nat(p(n)) ., 	., y : nat(p(n))  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	., y : nat(n)  let y = pred(y) in (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.assign)
;	, y : σ ′  e : τ ;	, y : τ  s  ∃j .z : σ
;	, y : σ ′  y := e; s  ∃j .z : σ
Indeed,
., 	., y : σ ′.  e. : τ. ., 	., y : τ.  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	., y : σ ′.  let y = e. in (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ .
• (t.for)
;	, x : σ [0/i]  e : nat(n) , y : nat(i); x : σ  s  ∃j .x : σ [s(i)/i] ;	, x : σ [n/i]  s′  ∃κ .z : σ ′
;	, x : σ [0/i]  for y := 0 until e {s}x ; s′  ∃κ .z : σ ′
with i, j ∈ FV() and j /∈ FV(,	, ∃κ .z : σ ′). Indeed, we have:
., 	., x : σ .[0/i]  x : ∃ j .σ .[0/i]
., 	., x : σ .[0/i]  val x : ∇∃ j .σ .[0/i]
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and since j ∈ FV(.), we also have:
., r : ∇∃ j .σ .[0/i]  r : ∇∃ j .σ .[0/i] ., y : nat(i), x : σ .  (s).x : ∇∃ j .σ .[s(i)/i]
., 	., y : nat(i), r : ∇∃ j .σ .[0/i]  let val x = r in (s).x : ∇∃ j .σ .[s(i)/i]
The following rule is thus derivable since i ∈ FV(.):
D = 
., 	., x : σ .[0/i]  e. : nat(n) ., y : nat(i), x : σ .  (s).x : ∇∃ j .σ .[s(i)/i]
., 	., x : σ .[0/i]  rec(e., val x , λy.λr.let val x = r in (s).x ) : ∇∃ j .σ .[n/i]
and since j /∈ FV(., 	., ∃κ .z : σ ′.)we complete the derivation with:
D ., 	., x : σ .[n/i]  (s′).z : ∇∃κ .σ ′.
., 	., x : σ .[0/i]  let val x = rec(e., val x , λy.λr.let val x = r in (s).x ) in (s′).z : ∇∃κ .σ ′.
• (t.proc)
z = ∅ , y : σ ; z : −→  s  ∃j .z : τ
;	  proc (in y ; out z ){s} : proc ∀ı (in σ ; ∃ j out τ )
with ı ∈ FV(). Indeed,
., y : σ ., z : −→  (s).z : ∇∃ j .τ .
., y : σ .  (s).z [
−→
() /z ] : ∇∃ j .τ .
.  λy .(s).z [
−→
() /z ] : ∀ı (σ . ⇒ ∇∃j .τ .)
., 	.  λy .(s).z [
−→
() /z ] : ∀ı (σ . ⇒ ∇∃j .τ .)
since ı /∈ FV(.).
• (t.call)
;	,r : ω  p : proc ∀ı (in τ ; ∃κ out σ ) ;	,r : ω  e : τ [n /ı ] ;	,r : σ [n /ı ]  s  ∃j .z : σ ′
;	,r : ω  p(e ; r ); s  ∃j .z : σ ′
with κ ∈ FV (,	, ∃j .z : σ ′). Indeed, we have:
., 	.,r : ω .  p. : ∀ı (τ . ⇒ ∇∃κ .σ .) ., 	.,r : ω .  e . : (τ .)[n /ı ]
., 	.,r : ω .  (p. e .) : ∇∃κ .σ .[n /ı ]
and since κ ∈ FV
(
., 	., ∃j .σ ′.
)
we complete the derivation with:
., 	.,r : ω .  (p. e .) : ∇∃κ .σ .[n /ı ] ., 	.,r : σ .[n /ı ]  (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ ′.
., 	.,r : ω .  let val r = (p. e .) in (s).z : ∇∃ j .σ ′.
• (t.label)
, k : label ∃j .σ ; x : τ  s  ∃j .x : σ ;	, x : σ  s′  ∃κ .z : σ ′
;	, x : τ  k : {s}x ; s′  ∃κ .z : σ ′
Indeed, we have:
 callcc : (¬∃j .σ . ⇒ ∇∃j .σ .) ⇒ ∇∃j .σ .
., k : ¬∃ j .σ ., x : τ .  (s).x : ∇∃ j .σ .
., 	., x : τ .  λk.(s).x : ¬∃ j .σ . ⇒ ∇∃j .σ .
., 	., x : τ .  callcc λk.(s)x : ∇∃ j .σ .
and we complete the derivation with:
., 	., x : τ .  callcc λk.(s)x : ∇∃ j .σ . ., 	., x : σ .  (s′).z : ∇∃κ .σ ′.
., 	., x : τ .  let val x = callcc λk.(s).x in (s′).z : ∇∃κ .σ ′.
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• (t.jump)
;	, x : ω  k : label ∃j .σ ;	, x : ω  e : σ [ m / j ] ;	, x : τ  s  ∃j .z : σ ′
;	, x : ω  jump(k, e )x ; s  ∃j .z : σ ′
Indeed, we have:
 throw : (¬∃j .σ . ∧ ∃j .σ .) ⇒ ∇τ . ., 	., x : ω .  k. : ¬∃ j .σ .
., 	., x : ω .  e. : σ .[ m / j ]
., 	., x : ω .  e. : ∃ j .σ .
., 	., x : ω .  throw (k., e.) : ∇ τ .
and we complete the derivation with:




: ∇ τ . ., 	., x : τ .  (s′).z : ∇∃ j .σ ′.
., 	., x : ω .  let val x = throw (k., e.) in (s′).z : ∇∃ j .σ ′.

We are now ready to state and prove the representation theorem for dependently-typed imperative programs. This
theorem is a corollary of the representation theorem for FD and the soundness theorem for IDc .
Definition 3.15. Given a function f : Nk → N and an anonymous procedure p we say that p represents the function f if(
p. (q¯0, . . . , q¯k) id
)
. f (q0, . . . , qk) (where id is the identity function).
Theorem 3.16 (Representation for IDc). Given an equational system E and a k-ary function symbol f , if
 p : proc ∀n1, . . . , nk. (in nat(n1), . . . , nat(nk); out nat(f (n1, . . . , nk)))
is derivable in IDc then p represents f .
Proof. By Theorem 3.14  p. : ∀n1, . . . , nk. (nat(n1) ∧ . . . ∧ nat(nk)) ⇒ ∇nat(f (n1, . . . , nk)) is derivable in FD. Using
Friedman’s top level trick [32,64], we replace the answer type o by nat(f (n1, . . . , nk)) in the derivation and obtain that λx .(p. x id) : ∀n1, . . . , nk. (nat(n1) ∧ . . . ∧ nat(nk)) ⇒ nat(f (n1, . . . , nk)) is also derivable in FD and p represents
thus f by Proposition 2.12. 
4. Hoare Dependent Type System
Informally, it is almost straightforward to embed a Floyd–Hoare logic into IDc . Indeed, let us take a global mutable
variable, dubbed assert, and let us assume that this global variable is simulated in the usual state-passing style. Any sequence
shall thus be typed with a sequent of the form ;	, assert : ϕ  s  ∃j .	′, assert : ψ (where ϕ and ψ are assumed
to be irrelevant). If we now introduce the usual Hoare notation for triples (thus hiding the name of variable assert), we
obtain Hoare judgments of the form ;	{ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′{ψ} for sequences (and commands), ;	{ϕ}  e : σ (for
expressions). In accordance with Notation 4.2, we shall also write simply ,	, ϕ  ψ for proof-obligations (where ψ is
irrelevant).
Moreover, variable assert should also be passed as an implicit in and out parameter to each procedure call. Consequently,
we first introduce the notation proc ∀ı (in σ {ϕ} ; ∃ j out τ {ψ}) for pre/post conditions in a procedure type as syntactic
sugar forproc ∀ı (in σ , ϕ; ∃ j out τ , ψ). Then, a procedure call p (e ; r )becomes an abbreviation for p (e , assert; r , assert)
and an anonymous procedure proc (in y ; out z ) {s} is now an abbreviation for proc (in y , assert′; out z , assert) {assert :=
assert′; s}.
Similarly, we hide assert from annotations of blocks, labels, jumps and loop bodies where, as expected, the type of assert
corresponds to an invariant. The dependent type system obtained by obeying the above conventions is summarized in Fig. 4.
Remark 4.1. The ideaof simulatingHoare tripleswith a global variable in state-passing style is reminiscent of theHoare State
Monad [84]. However, this similarity is only superficial since theHoare StateMonad is useful for proving someproperty about
a global state simulated in state-passing style (and the proof-term depends on the generated proof obligations) whereas, in
our encoding, it is the proof-term itself which is built in state-passing style.
Notation 4.2. We write ,	  ψ for proof-obligations (ψ irrelevant) as an abbreviation for ,	 FD? : ψ .
Remark 4.3. Although at first sight the remaining explicit existential quantifiers on the right-hand side of sequents may
seem awkward, they are actually quite convenient since they permit the encoding of various styles of specifications. For
instance, the following specification is valid for inc:




ϕ ∧ n′ = s (n)
}
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Fig. 4. Hoare Dependent Type System.
We followed here the convention from the Z notation [83] and primed the new value of variable x (we could equally use
hooked variables as in VDM [47] to represent old values). We can also simulate Hoare auxiliary variables [49] and obtain a
sequent where both the old and the new value of variable x are called n (and N is an auxiliary variable):
;	, x : nat (n) {ϕ ∧ N = n}  inc (x)  ∃n.	, x : nat (n) {ϕ [N/n] ∧ n = s (N)}
Note the fact that we are able to easily accommodate different specification styles is a consequence of our choosing Leivant’s
system IT(N) [57] (instead of the usual presentation of Heyting arithmetic) as a target language of our translation. Indeed,
in our framework an integer program variable and its value are only related through the unary predicate nat and we can
thus freely use different names for the value in a before–after predicate à la Z [83] or VDM [47].
Remark 4.4. Rule (h.assign) looks quite unusual since this rule allows the type of variable y to change (as in IDc). If we
restrict this rule to natural numbers, we obtain the following rule:
;	, y : σ {ϕ}  e : nat (n)
;	, y : σ {ϕ}  y := e  	, y : nat (n) {ϕ}
A rule closer to what one would expect can then be derived. Indeed, in order to guarantee that ϕ holds for m′ (the value
of y after the assignment), the usual Hoare axiom requires that ϕ holds for n (the value of e) before the assignment. In our
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framework, such a rule would take the following shape:
; y : σ {ϕ [n/m′]}  e : nat (n)
; y : σ {ϕ [n/m′]}  y := e; ∃m′.y : nat (m′) {ϕ}
Let us call the above rule (h.assign’) and let us prove that it is indeed derivable using rules (h.empty) and (h.seq):
; y : σ {ϕ [n/m′]}  e : nat (n)
; y : σ {ϕ [n/m′]}  y := e  y : nat (n) {ϕ [n/m′]} ; (y : nat (m′) {ϕ}) [n/m′]  ε  ∃m′.y : nat (m′) {ϕ}
; y : σ {ϕ [n/m′]}  y := e; ∃m′.y : nat (m′) {ϕ}
Using the same technique, it is possible to derive a variant of rule (h.var), called (h.var’), for declaring localmutable variables
initialized with natural numbers:
;	 {ϕ [n/m′]}  e : nat (n) ;	, y : nat (m′) {ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ} y ∈ 	′
;	 {ϕ [n/m′]}  var y := e; s  ∃j .	′ {χ}
4.1. Soundness
In order to prove that the rules in Fig. 4 are indeed admissible, we first need to formalize how irrelevant parts of the
program are “hidden”. For that purpose, we shall rely on the fact that different typing derivations may correspond to the
same computational content. We thus introduce the following equivalence relation which captures exactly this notion.
Definition 4.5.
• Given two expressions e and e′ such that ;	  e : σ and ′;	′  e′ : σ ′, we say that e and e′ are equivalent, and we
write e  e′, if κ(., 	.  e. : σ.) = κ(′., 	′.  e′. : σ ′.).
• Given two sequences s and s′ such that ;	  s  ∃ι .x : σ and ′;	′  s′  ∃j .y : τ , we say that s and s′ are




y : ∃ j .τ .).
We are now ready to define formally the set of valid Hoare judgments:
Definition 4.6 (Validity of Hoare judgments).
• For anyexpression e andany irrelevant formulaϕ,we say that a judgment;	{ϕ}  e : σ is valid if there is anexpression
e′  e such that ;	, assert : ϕ  e′ : σ is derivable in IDc .
• For any sequence s and any irrelevant formulas ϕ, χ , we say that a judgment ;	 {ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ} is valid if there
is a sequence s′  s such that ;	, assert : ϕ  s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ is derivable in IDc .
Notation 4.7. We shall also write c  c′ as an abbreviation for c; ε  c′; ε.
Proposition 4.8. All rules from the Hoare Dependent Type System (Fig. 4) are admissible.
Proof. By construction, most of these rules are simply instances of rules from IDc . For instance, (h.assign), (h.label) and
(h.jump) correspond to the following instances:
• (h.assign)
;	, y : σ, assert : ϕ  e : τ
;	, y : σ, assert : ϕ  y := e  	, y : τ, assert : ϕ
• (h.label)
, k : label ∃j (σ , χ) ; z : τ , assert : γ  s  ∃j .z : σ , assert : χ
;	, z : τ , assert : γ  k : {s}−→z, assert  ∃j .z : σ , assert : χ
• (h.jump)
;	, assert : ψ[ m / j ]  k : label ∃j (σ ,ψ) ;	, assert : ψ[ m / j ]  e : σ [ m / j ] z ⊆ 	
;	, assert : ψ[ m / j ]  jump(k, e , assert)z ,assert  z : τ , assert : χ
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Let us now show how to deal with the rules for procedures:
• (h.call). We take c′ = p′(e ′, assert; r , assert) where p′  p and e ′  e are given by the induction hypothesis, and we
check that the following rule is derivable in IDc:
;	, assert : ϕ[ m /ı ]  p′ : proc ∀ı (in σ , ϕ; ∃ j out τ , χ) ;	, assert : ϕ[ m /ı ]  e ′ : σ [ m /ı ] r ⊆ 	
;	, assert : ϕ[ m /ı ]  p′(e ′, assert; r , assert)  ∃j . (r : τ , assert : χ) [ m /ı ]
Moreover, we have c′  p(e ; r ) since ϕ and χ are irrelevant.
• (h.proc). We take p′ = proc (in y , assert′; out z , assert) {assert := assert′; s′} where s′  s is given by the induction
hypothesis and we check that the following rule is derivable in IDc:
z = ∅ , y : σ ; z :  , assert : ϕ  s′  ∃j .z : τ , assert : χ
;	, assert : γ  proc (in y , assert′; out z , assert) {assert := assert′; s′} : proc ∀ı (in σ , ϕ; ∃ j out τ , χ)
Moreover, we have p′  proc (in y ; out z ) {s} since ϕ and χ are irrelevant.

Remark 4.9. The following rule, called (h.if), is admissible for the conditional described in Remark 3.8 (where n = 0 is an
abbreviation for ∃m (n = s (m))):
;	, x : τ {ϕ}  e : nat(n) ; x : τ {ϕ ∧ n = 0}  s1  ∃ı .x : σ {ψ} ; x : τ {ϕ ∧ n = 0}  s2  ∃ı .x : σ {ψ}
;	, x : τ {ϕ}  if e then {s1}x else {s2}x  ∃ı .x : σ {ψ}
Using the same technique as for the conditional, it is possible to derive an improved rule for the loop, called (h.for’), which gives access
to the hypothesis i < nwhen checking the body (where i < n is an abbreviation for ∃m (n = i + s (m))):
;	, (x : σ {ϕ}) [0/i]  e : nat(n) , y : nat(i); x : σ {ϕ ∧ i < n}  s  ∃j . (x : σ {ϕ}) [s(i)/i]
;	, (x : σ {ϕ}) [0/i]  for y := 0 until e {s}x  ∃j . (x : σ {ϕ}) [n/i]
4.2. Consequence rule
In this section, we consider the admissibility of the consequence rule and, in particular, how post-condition weakening
is related to the famous frame problem [10].
4.2.1. Pre-condition strengthening
Proposition 4.10 (Pre-condition strengthening). The following rule is admissible:
,	, ϕ  ψ ;	 {ψ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ}
;	 {ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ}
Proof. We take s′′ = assert :=?; s′ where s′  s is given by the induction hypothesis and we check that the following rule
is derivable in IDc:
,	, ϕ ? : ψ ;	, assert : ψ  s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ
;	, assert : ϕ  assert :=?; s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ
Moreover, we have s′′  s by Remark 3.13 sinceψ is irrelevant. 
4.2.2. Post-condition weakening and the frame problem
A reader familiar with Floyd–Hoare logics for procedures would certainly have guessed that our rules from Fig. 4 cannot
deal properly with the so-called frame problem (defined in [10] as the inability to express that a procedure changes only those
things it has to). In our framework, all assertions remain true forever since they can only mention logical variables (see
Remark 4.3), so it should not be a problem. Actually, our frame problem comes from the fact that our encoding relies on
only one global assertion simulated in state-passing style. In order to remember the pre-condition which holds before a
command (for instance a procedure call), we would need to generalize rule (h.seq) as follows:
Proposition 4.11 (Frame rule). The following rule is admissible:
;	, x : σ {γ }  c  ∃ı .x : σ ′ {ϕ} ;	, x : σ ′ {γ ∧ ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ}
;	, x : σ {γ }  c; s  ∃j .	′ {χ}
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Proof. We take s′′ = cst assert′ = assert; c′; assert := (assert′, assert) ; s′ where c′  c and s′  s are given by the
induction hypothesis and we check that the following rule is derivable in IDc:
;	, x : σ , assert : γ  c′  ∃ı .x : σ ′, assert : ϕ ;	, x : σ ′, assert : γ ∧ ϕ  s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ
;	, x : σ , assert : γ  cst assert′ = assert; c′; assert := (assert′, assert) ; s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ
Moreover, we have s′′  c; s since γ and ϕ are irrelevant. 
Remark 4.12. In the proof above, we could have equally taken s′′ = cst assert′ =?; c′; assert :=?; s′ since proof-terms of
irrelevant formulas are not required.
Example 4.13. Let  be the following environment: p : proc ∀i (in nat (i) {} ; ∃jout nat (j) {j = i}) and let us now consider
a procedure call p (0, y), where y is some mutable variable. Assuming that we also have another mutable variable x whose
value is 1, we would like to prove the following judgment:
; x : nat (n) , y : nat (m) {n = 1}  p (0; y)  ∃j.x : nat (n) , y : nat (j) {n = 1 ∧ j = 0}
Rule (h.call) gives us:
D = ; x : nat (n) , y : nat (m) {n = 1}  p : proc ∀i (in nat (i) {} ; ∃jout nat (j) {j = i}) ;	 {n = 1}  0 : nat (0)
; x : nat (n) , y : nat (m) {n = 1}  p(0; r )  ∃j.y : nat (j) {j = 0}
In the above conclusion, we forgot the fact that n = 1 in the post-condition. In order to get this information back, we need to apply the
frame rule:
D ; x : nat (n) , y : nat (j) {n = 1 ∧ j = 0}  ε  ∃j.x : nat (n) , y : nat (j) {n = 1 ∧ j = 0}
; x : nat (n) , y : nat (m) {n = 1}  p (0; y) ; ∃j.x : nat (n) , y : nat (j) {n = 1 ∧ j = 0}
Remark 4.14. An alternative rule, which is clearly equivalent to the frame rule, is the following rule (called rule of inheritance
in VDM [47]):
;	, x : σ {γ }  c  ∃ı .x : τ {ϕ}
;	, x : σ {γ }  c  ∃ı .x : τ {γ ∧ ϕ}
An advantage of this rule is that it can also be formulated as a generalized post-condition weakening rule:
;	, x : σ {γ }  c  ∃ı .x : τ {ϕ} ,	  γ ⇒ ϕ ⇒ ψ
;	, x : σ {γ }  c  ∃ı .x : τ {ψ}
Combining the pre-condition strengthening rule with the above post-condition weakening rule, we obtain thus the
following consequence rule which is similar to the rule of consequence from VDM (which is known to be stronger than the
Hoare rule of consequence [49]):
Proposition 4.15 (Consequence rule). The following rule, called (h.cons), is admissible:
,	  ϕ′ ⇒ ϕ ;	, x : σ {ϕ}  c  ∃ı .x : τ {ψ} ,	  ϕ ⇒ ψ ⇒ ψ ′
;	, x : σ {ϕ′}  c  ∃ı .x : τ {ψ ′}
Definition 4.16. We call HDc the Hoare Dependent Type System (Fig. 4) extended with the consequence rule (h.cons).
4.3. Completeness
In this section we show that system HDc is complete: any valid Hoare judgment is derivable (up to equivalence). This
result is a corollary of a stronger result. Indeed,HDc is actually complete for IDc in the following sense: any command typable
in IDc is equivalent to a command typable in HDc of the corresponding annotated specification. To be more specific, we first
need to explain how we map types and judgments of IDc onto types and judgments of HDc .
Notation 4.17. If σ = σ1, . . . , σn, we write σˆ for the formula σ1 ∧ . . . ∧ σn and by extension if γ is an environment
x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn, we also write γˆ for the formula σ1 ∧ . . . ∧ σn.
Definition 4.18. Given an imperative dependent type σ , the corresponding annotated type σ ofHDc is defined inductively
as follows:
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• (ψ) = ψ
• (proc ∀ı (in σ , ϕ ; ∃ j out τ , χ )) = proc ∀ı (in σ  {ϕˆ} ; ∃ j out τ  {χˆ})
where ϕ , χ are irrelevant formulas and σ , τ are not.
• (label ∃j (σ , ϕ )) = label ∃j (σ  {ϕˆ})
where ϕ are irrelevant formulas and σ are not.
Notation 4.19. If  = x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn, we write ¯ for the environment x1 : σ1 , . . . , xn : σn .
Theorem 4.20 (Completeness of HDc with respect to IDc). • For any sequence s such that , γ ;	,ω  s  ∃j .	′, χ is
derivable in IDc , where γ , ω and χ denote the irrelevant formulas of the sequent, there is a sequence s′  s such that
¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ} is derivable in HDc .
• For any expression e such that , γ ;	,ω  e : ϕ is derivable in IDc , where γ ,ω and ϕ denote the irrelevant formulas of the
sequent, ¯, 	¯, γˆ ∧ ωˆ  ϕ is derivable in HDc .
• For any expression e such that , γ ;	,ω  e : σ is derivable in IDc , where γ and ω denote the irrelevant formulas of the
sequent, there is an expression e′  e such that ¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  e : σ is derivable in HDc .
Proof. The three statements of the theorem are proved simultaneously by mutual induction on the typing derivation of
sequences and expressions. We consider only the rules which are not translated directly into instances of rules HDc and we
assume that meta-variables γ, ω and χ denote the irrelevant formulas of sequents. 
• (t.var). We consider only the case where the type of y is irrelevant:
, γ ;	,ω  e : ϕ , γ, y : ϕ;	,ω  s  ∃j .	′, χ
, γ ;	,ω  var y := e; s  ∃j .	′, χ
Indeed, we check that the following rule is derivable from the consequence rule, where s′  s is given by the induction
hypothesis:
¯, 	¯, γˆ ∧ ωˆ  ϕ ¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ϕ ∧ ωˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ}
¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ}
Moreover, we have s′  var y := e; s since ϕ is irrelevant.
• (t.cst). Similar to (t.var).
• (t.assign). We consider only the case where the type of y is irrelevant:
, γ ;	,ω  e : ϕ , γ, y : ϕ;	,ω  s  ∃j .	′, χ
, γ ;	, y : ψ,ω  y := e; s  ∃j .	′, χ
Indeed, we check that the following rule is derivable from the consequence rule, where s′  s is given by the induction
hypothesis:
¯, 	¯, γˆ ∧ ωˆ  ϕ ¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ϕ ∧ ωˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ}
¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ψ ∧ ωˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ}
Moreover, we have s′  y := e; s since ϕ is irrelevant.
• (t.seq).
, γ ;	, x : σ , ω, χ  c  ∃ı .x : τ , ω′ , γ ;	, x : τ , ω′, χ  s  ∃j .	′, χ ′
, γ ;	, x : σ , ω, χ  c; s  ∃j .	′, χ ′
Indeed, we check that the following rule is a variant of the frame rule and is thus derivable from the consequence rule,
where c′  c and s′  s are given by the induction hypothesis:
¯, 	¯, x : σ  {γˆ ∧ ωˆ ∧ χˆ}  c′  ∃ı .x : τ  {ωˆ′} ¯; 	¯, x : τ  {γˆ ∧ ωˆ′ ∧ χˆ}  s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ ′}
¯; 	¯, x : σ  {γˆ ∧ ωˆ ∧ χˆ}  c′; s′  ∃j .	¯′ {χˆ ′}
Moreover, we clearly have c′; s′  c; s.
• (t.label).
, γ, k : label ∃j (σ , χ ′) ; z : τ , χ  s  z : σ , χ ′
, γ ;	, z : τ , ω, χ  k : {s}z  z : σ , χ ′
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Indeed, we check that the following rule is derivable from the consequence rule, where s′  s is given by the induction
hypothesis:
¯, k : label ∃j (σ  {χˆ ′}) ; z : τ  {γˆ ∧ χˆ}  s′  z : σ  {χˆ ′}
¯; 	¯, z : τ  {γˆ ∧ ωˆ ∧ χˆ}  k : {s′}z  z : σ  {χˆ ′}
Moreover, we clearly have k : {s′}z  k : {s}z .• (t.jump).
, γ ;	,ω  k : label ∃j (σ , χ ) , γ ;	,ω  e : σ [ m / j ] , γ ;	,ω  u : χ [ m / j ] z ⊆ 	 z ′ ⊆ ω
, γ ;	,ω  jump(k, e , u )z ,z ′  z : τ , ω′
Indeed, we check that the following rule is derivable from the consequence rule, where e ′  e is given by the induction
hypothesis:
¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  k : label ∃j (σ  {χˆ}) ¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  e ′ : σ [ m / j ] ¯, 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  χˆ[ m / j ] z ⊆ 	¯
¯; 	¯ {γˆ ∧ ωˆ}  jump(k, e ′)z  z : τ  {ωˆ′}
Moreover, we have jump(k, e ′)z  jump(k, e , u )z ,z ′ since χ is irrelevant.
Corollary 4.21. (completeness of HDc).
• For any sequence s, if the Hoare judgment;	 {ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ} is valid then there is some s′  s such that;	 {ϕ} 
s′  ∃j .	′ {χ} is derivable in HDc .
• For any expression e, if the Hoare judgment ;	 {ϕ}  e : σ is valid then there is some e′  e such that ;	 {ϕ}  e′ : σ
is derivable in HDc .
Proof. If the Hoare judgment ;	 {ϕ}  s  ∃j .	′ {χ} is valid then, by definition, there is some s′  s such that
;	, assert : ϕ  s′  ∃j .	′, assert : χ is derivable in IDc , and by Theorem 4.20, there is some s′′  s′ such that;	 {ϕ}
 s′′  ∃j .	′ {χ} is derivable in HDc . The case for expressions is similar. 
4.4. Example
As a final example, we consider the following classical example of an imperative program with jumps. Given a function
f : N → N, we would like to compute the product of its n first values. This product p (n, f ) can be defined inductively by
the following equations:
p(0, f )= 1 (1)
p(s(n), f )= f (n) × p(n, f ) (2)
In the following anonymous procedure, the loop variable i iterates over the range 0, . . . , n − 1 and, as an optimization, the
loop exits and theprocedure returnswith0whenever f (i) = 0 (where the conditional commandwasdefined inRemark3.8).
proc (in F,N; outM) {
M := 1;
K : {
for I := 0 until N {
var R := F (I) ;
if R then {
M := R∗M; ] s6
}M else {
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Let us call this procedure P and let us prove that the following specification is derivable:
 P : proc ∀f , n (in ∀x(nat(x) → nat(f (x))), nat(n) {} ; ∃m.out nat (m) {m = p(n, f )})
Let us also define the following formula:
• ϕ ≡ (m = p (i, f )) ∧ i < n ∧ r = f (i)
and the following environments:
• 0 ≡ F : ∀x(nat(x) → nat(f (x))),N : nat(n)• 1 ≡ 0, K : label ∃m′ (nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )})• 2 ≡ 1, I : nat (i)• 	0 ≡ M : • 	1 ≡ M : nat (m)• 	2 ≡ 	1, R : nat (r)
The typing derivation is now built inductively as follows:
• Sequence s6
D0 = 2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  R : nat (r)
(ident)
2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  M : nat (m) (ident)
2;	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  (R,M) : nat (r) ∧ nat (m) (tuple)
D1 = ∗ : ∀n,m (nat (n) ∧ nat (m) ⇒ nat (n × m)) D0
2;	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  R∗M : nat (r × m) (app)
D2 = D1 2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  r = f (i)
2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  R∗M : nat (f (i) × m) (subst)
D3 = D2 2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  m = p (i, f )
2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  R∗M : nat (f (i) × p (i, f )) (subst)
D4 =
D3 2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  p(s (i) , f ) = f (i) × p (i, f )
2, 	2, ϕ ∧ r = 0  R∗M : nat (p(s (i) , f )) (subst)
2;	2 {ϕ ∧ r = 0}  R∗M : nat (p(s (i) , f )) (h.term)
2;	2 {ϕ ∧ r = 0}  M := R∗M  ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(s (i) , f )} (h.assign’)
• Sequence s7
D5 =
2;	2 {0 = p(n, f )}  K : label ∃m′ (nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )}) (h.ident)
D6 = D5
2, 	2, 0 = p(n, f )  0 : nat (0)
2;	2 {0 = p(n, f )}  0 : nat (0) (h.term)
2;	2 {0 = p(n, f )}  jump(K, 0)M; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(s (i) , f )} (h.jump)
• Sequence s5
D7 = D4
2, 	2  (ϕ ∧ r = 0) ⇒ (0 = p(n, f )) D6
2;	2 {ϕ ∧ r = 0}  jump(K, 0)M; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(s (i) , f )} (h.cons)
2;	2 {ϕ}  if R then {s6} else {s7} ; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(s (i) , f )} (h.if)
• Sequence s4
D8 =
2, 	1,m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n  F : ∀x(nat(x) → nat(f (x))) (ident)
D9 =
D8 2, 	1,m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n  I : nat(i) (ident)
2, 	1,m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n  F (I) : nat(f (i)) (app)
2;	1, {m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n}  F (I) : nat(f (i)) (h.term) D7
2;	1 {m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n}  var R := F (I) ; s5; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(s (i) , f )} (h.var’)
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• Sequence s3
D10 = 1;	1 {m = p (0, f )}  N : nat (n)
(h.ident) D9
1;	1 {m = p (0, f )}  for I := 0 until N {s4}M ; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )} (h.for’)
• Sequence s2
D11 = D10
0;	1 {m = p (0, f )}  K : {s3} ; ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )} (h.label)
• Finally
0, 	0  1 : nat (1) 0, 	0  1 = p (0, f )
0, 	0  1 : nat (p (0, f )) (subst)
0;	0 {}  1 : nat (p (0, f )) (h.term)
0;	0 {}  M := 1  ∃m.M : nat (m) {m = p (0, f )} (h.assign’) D11
F : ∀x(nat(x) → nat(f (x))),N : nat(n);M :  {}  s1  ∃m′.M : nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )} (h.seq)
{}  P : proc ∀f , n (in ∀x(nat(x) → nat(f (x))), nat(n) {} ; ∃m′out nat (m′) {m′ = p(n, f )}) (h.proc)
In the above derivation, we assumed the existence of a binary function ∗ : ∀n,m (nat (n) ∧ nat (m) ⇒ nat (n × m)) (such
a term is easily definable in FD). We also relied on the derived rules (h.assign’) and (h.var’) from Remark 4.4, the improved
rule (h.for’) and the rule for the conditional (h.if) from Remark 4.9. Finally, note that the only non-trivial proof-obligation
is (m = p (i, f ) ∧ i < n ∧ r = f (i) ∧ r = 0) ⇒ p(n, f ) = 0 (which is used in derivation D7).
Remark 4.22. Wehave formally specified IDc ,FDand the translation. inTwelf [73] and, thanks toTwelf’s logicprogramming
engine, those specifications are executable. Note that in order to obtain executable type-checkers from their specification,
proof-terms need to be fully annotated (they contain all the information from the derivation). Type checking is then easily
defined as a syntax directed function (implemented as a relation with the proper modes in Twelf). Moreover, we have
mechanically checked the correctness of a few examples (the interested reader is referred to [20] for more details).
The formalization of HDc in Twelf in currently in progress. However, from a practical standpoint, the goal is now to
generate proof-obligations (from the occurrences of the consequence rule) which can be fed to some external tool (solver or
automated theorem prover) for checking their validity (this idea is standard when implementing Floyd–Hoare logics [35]).
The Twelf implementation shall thus be used only to check the syntax-directed part of the correctness proof.
5. Conclusion and future work
Wehave presented an imperative languagewith higher-order procedural variables and non-local jumps together with its
dependent type system. Its semantics is defined by translation into a functional dependent type theory. The imperative type
system is carefully designed in such way as to decorate intuitionistic proofs with functional terms and classical proofs with
imperative commands. As usual with intuitionistic type systems, irrelevant proof-terms can thus be erased. We then rely
on this property and on a simple state-passing style transform to derive a Hoare Dependent Type System (where assertions
are supposed to be irrelevant).
As we have already mentioned, the target of our translation is close to the logic defined by Thielecke in [88] where the
double-negation is abstracted as a modality. In fact, the system described in [88] also includes a delimited control operator.
Although this needs to be investigated further, it seems that in our framework, delimited control provides away to extend the
language with so-called block-expressions (that is, the possibility to embed imperatives sequences into functional terms).
The semantics of this imperative type theory is defined by translation into a classical functional type theory. Although
this translation is sufficient to derive the correctness of imperative programs, and it successfully accounts for the fact that
mutable variables take on different values during computation, it does not capture the idea that an assignment destructively
alters the contents of the store. This approach could however be refined to model properly in-place updates using (as in
[70]) a linear λ-calculus as the target functional system.
Since we restrict ourselves to language constructs which correspond to proof-terms, we have to be careful when consid-
ering extensions. However, extensions for which the formulas-as-types interpretation is well-understood in the functional
setting are good candidates for inclusion (on the proviso that a reasonable imperative syntax exists). This clearly concerns
polymorphism (universal types), abstract data types (existential types) and inductive data types (lists, trees, …). Finally, a
while-loop may also be considered as a realizer for well-founded induction (this idea actually goes back to Nuprl [15]).
Finally,we are also interested in the computational content of intermediate logics. For instance, the first author has shown
in [18] that a formulas-as-types interpretation of subtractive logic (also called bi-intuitionistic logic) exhibits an unusual
form of functional coroutines. In contrast, we expect an imperative version of the deduction system from [18] to be closer
to the more conventional Floyd–Hoare logic for imperative coroutines described in [12].
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A. Functional simple type system FS
The functional simple type system is summarized in Fig. A.1.
B. Deriving the conditional command
In this appendix, we show that the following typing rule is derivable in IDc:
;	, x : τ  e : nat(n) , h : n = 0; x : τ  s1  ∃ı .x : σ , h : n = 0; x : τ  s2  ∃ı .x : σ
;	, x : τ  if e then {s1}x else {s2}x  ∃ı .x : σ
Let us first annotate the definition of the conditional command from Remark 4.9 as follows:
if e then {s1}x else {s2}x ≡
cst v = e;
{
cst x ′ = x ;
proc q2(in h; out x := x ′) {s2}x ;
var p := q2;
for y := 0 until v {
proc q1(in h
















Fig. A.1. Functional simple type system FS.
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Let us also define the following environments:
• 1 = , v : nat(n)• 2 = 1, x ′ : τ , q2 : proc (in n = 0; ∃ı out σ )• 3 = 2, y : nat (j)• 4 = 3, q1 : proc (in n = s (j) ; ∃ı out σ )• 	1 = x : τ , p : proc (in n = 0; ∃ı out σ )• 	2 = p : proc (in n = j; ∃ı out σ )• 	′2 = p : proc (in n = s (j) ; ∃ı out σ )




′ : n = s (j) , x : τ  h′ : n = s (j)
3, h′ : n = s (j) , x : τ  h′ : n = 0 (tuple)
3, h′ : n = s (j) ; x : τ  h′ : n = 0 (t.term) 3, h : n = 0; x : τ  s1  ∃ı .x : σ
3, h′ : n = s (j) ; x : τ  cst h = h′; s1  ∃ı .x : σ (t.cst)
D6 = D7 4;	2  p := q1  	
′
2
3;	2  proc q1(in h′; out x := x ′) {cst h = h′; s1}x ; p := q1  p : 	′2
(t.proc’)
• Command c5
D5 = 2;	1  v : nat(n)
(t.ident) D6




2, p : proc (in ; ∃ı out σ ), x : τ  () :  (equal)
2; p : proc (in ; ∃ı out σ ), x : τ  () :  (t.term)
2; p : proc (in ; ∃ı out σ ), x : τ  p(() ; x ); ∃ı .x : σ (t.call)
2;	1  c5; p(() ; x ); ∃ı .x : σ (t.seq)
2; x : τ  var p := q2; c5; p(() ; x ); ∃ı .x : σ (t.var)
• Sequence s3
D3 =
1, x ′ : τ , h : n = 0; x : τ  s2  ∃ı .x : σ D4
1; x ′ : τ  proc q2(in h; out x := x ′) {s2}x ; s4  ∃ı .x : σ (t.proc’)
1; x : τ  cst x ′ = x ; proc q2(in h; out x := x ′) {s2}x ; s4  ∃ı .x : σ (t.cst)
• Finally
;	, x : τ  e : nat(n)
D3
, v : nat(n);	, x : τ  {s3}x  ∃ı .x : σ (t.block)
;	, x : τ  cst v = e; {s3}x  ∃ı .x : σ (t.cst)
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